
Customer Background 

Team 2 Aligning Carbon Nanotubes for 
Potable Water Filters

Members : Anthony Aiello, Besnik Kurti, Bryce Powell, Emma Zuniga Martin
Mentors: Fred Berry, Jim Condron,  Dipak Narula, Tillmann Kubis

● Countries are struggling to provide a sustainable 
amount of water for their populations.

● The end goal of this project’s phase is to 
successfully create a usable CNT membrane filter 
for future potable water testing.

● Our solution is to control CNTs, by dispersing 
them and using voltage to align and capture the 
orientation.

Experimentation and Concepts Final Design 

FMEA

Testing

Team 2 

Under the Purdue Research Foundation, Purdue 
Innovate, and the Office of Technology 
Commercialization our sponsors saw the potential 
in using CNTs to filter water.

Problem Statement 
Scope of Work

Solution Creation: Suspend CNTs within a 
state-changing material so that we can capture 
them in a rigid form
● Water     
● Gelatin

● Paraffin
● Epoxies

Dispersion: Different concentrations of CNTs were dispersed 
throughout several mediums using different methods.
● Stirring: Dispersing CNTs using a stirring stick was the 

simplest and most consistent method of dispersion, 
allowing for the greatest amount of control and 
observation.

Requirements

Solution: 
- Low to no opaqueness
- Curable or slowly solidifying
- Control over min and max 

threshold of CNT percentage 
by weight

Alignment: The orientation of the CNTs is crucial in 
allowing water to pass through our filter. Random 
alignment in suspension is not a possibility when 
making potable water.
● Vertical and Horizontal alignment
● Differing electric fields as well as air gaps

Project Wide

- In-depth documentation of a clear and repeatable process and procedure for CNT 
alignment and capture. 

- Cost effective solution           
- Energy efficient solution

● Wax testing to find best medium for testing
● Aligning CNTs inside of paraffin wax
● Showing alignment inside of the wax
● Testing of different mediums
● Aligning CNTs inside of UV activated resin
● Testing for porosity of filter
● Increasing concentration of CNTs inside of UV resin
● Testing of CNT filter inside pressure chamber

Capture: Once a solution is created, dispersed, and aligned it must 
then be captured within a rigid material.
● Heating/Cooling (Paraffin Wax/Gelatin/Water)
● Prolonged exposure under UV lamp (UV Resin)
● Mixing (Epoxies/Plastic)
● Air Curing

Alignment
- Visible control of alignment
- Relationship between 

alignment speed & clumping
- Relationship between CNT 

concentrations and alignment
- Low viscosity medium

● Plastics
● UV Resin

The final design for this project was to show that 
aligning CNTs is possible using an electric field. 
This project is not yet finished, and will be 
continued by another group. Lots of photos, videos, 
and documents will be left for them to understand 
our experiments and findings.

Capture
- Ridgid 
- Fully Curable

Dispersion
- Highest porosity 

possible
- No visible clumps





● Group photo - .PNG or .JPG file; image must be at least 500 pixels wide and tall; larger is 
better, but file must be under 10MB

● Project summary - explain your project in 255 characters or less.
● Project description - describe your project with as much detail as you like; no character 

limit.
● Video presentation of project - explain the problem you solved, any challenges along the 

way, and your solution.
○ Very important: include “PRESO” in this video’s title.
○ Video can be no longer than 5 minutes long and must be provided as a YouTube 

link; if filming with a smartphone, please hold it sideways (landscape orientation); 
it is not necessary to include any Purdue branding, but if you do so, please follow 
University brand guidelines, see https://marcom.purdue.edu/our-brand/ for details.

● Video demonstration of the project - a demonstration of your solution.
○ Very important: include “DEMO” in this video’s title.
○ Video can be no longer than 5 minutes long and must be provided as a YouTube 

link; if filming with a smartphone, please hold it sideways (landscape orientation); 
it is not necessary to include any Purdue branding, but if you do so, please follow 
University brand guidelines, see https://marcom.purdue.edu/our-brand/ for details.

● Sponsor URL - students will provide the URL for their sponsor’s website.
https://prf.org/ 

● Sponsor logo - students will select their sponsor from a drop-down list. 
Purdue Research Foundation

● MS Teams meeting - create and provide link to a Microsoft Teams meeting that you create 
for April 27, 2023, 1pm-4pm (Eastern). 

 

https://marcom.purdue.edu/our-brand/
https://marcom.purdue.edu/our-brand/
https://prf.org/




Video Demonstration

1-2  
V

The CNTs are still at 1V 
then once the voltage goes 
over 2V the CNTs start to 
shake. 

3-4 
V

At 3V the CNTs begin to 
align vertically then at 4V 
the CNTs make prominent 
lines.

5-   
V

As the voltage increases 
past 5V the current passes 
through the CNT lines it 
creates a short between the 
aluminum plates.

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1Gvs12myEPDj9N69K6uJoaajgkswUxMrj/preview

